
111th Knowledge Seekers Workshop April 28th, 2016 (Emergency Earthquake update, 

Arman make a sound barrier, new Field Plasma, use of crystal or lead glass, detecting 

boundary of Pl, Dubai Universal Council and Conference Photos, start to teach military 

and doctors)   

 

(:10). Talks about Emergency preparations for the coming earthquake disaster.  (:13). 

Summary of work. First, started with the Gas systems circular and semicircular, we used 

the matter state of the gas, used Alpha radiation to create a Pl, then rotation of the cores 

in creating double fields with interaction of a mixture of gases, some cases 2 internal 

cores. Second we went to Nano where no need for creation of Pl, we created Free Pl, it 

had never been done, then we produce Gans and then Pl. ... (:18). In first process created 

SF, in Second made coils coated with Gans. The new process will be a combination of 

both systems. In the new systems we have the 90 degree coils and filling cores with water 

of Gans, we are not relying matter state, now rely on MG fields without dependence on 

matter, you create a composite of fields, they do not amalgamate to become one but the 

total M fields become one Pl, this totally changes the game. Last week Alman created a 

sound barrier, have video.  (:23). The maximum release from the Gans was 2,400 rpm, in 

both M and G. By changing the strength of the Pl we can release different Pl. You have 

no limitation on the Pl if you can release the totality of it. Last week we released the Pl 

from the Gans water so we have become independent of the matter. We established we 

need a G Gans water and a M Gans water, when Arman added 2 mls of Gans of PbO it 

increased the boundary absorption of the fields and the reactors is totally silent. Around 

rotation of 2,500 rpm is what can release. Now you bring the 2 together, the 90 degree 

coils put inside the core of the Gans water. When we filled the reactors with Gans and 

water the Gans went to the outer edge and water circled and a hallow center, the 

limitation was 2,500 rpm, you could not achieve higher strength because there is a 

friction within the total interaction within the internal structure of the Gans itself when its 

in the container. Now with the LP water you don't have this, but you have to created an 

interaction btn all these fields within the core, you need to create a dynamic environment 

inside. One option place a 90 degree coil inside the core, ?? by increase the speed of 

rotation of cores you have a new tool inside, highly energetic and powerful, and can now 

create fields beyond the imagination. Now this Gans in the center of the coil is the FP 

which is created by the original Gans, now you have a new dimension in S technology.  

(:29). Where you can control the M and G. You can get motion, lift, production of 

whatever you like, because now you have a Gans in control of both G and M, the choice 

of N coating, the materials and mixture of Gans Waters gives you variability in your 

process. Man has full energy spectrum of the Principle Energy, Black Hole. we now 

condense the G and M fields of the Gans itself in rotation and in motion internally, you 

have full control over by the speed of rotation, by the choice of Gans, materials of 

containment, and how in what speed you can control, how much you want to expand to 

what level, this is the ultimate design for space reactors. This is one of the ways you'll 

control the whole spectrum. (:31). You have a Pl, the Coil, the 90 degree coils, and by 

rotation you have created a massive Pl field in the center. This is how stars and galaxy 

create .. ..... (:38).   video reloaded    You have the LP which is the water itself as part of 

it, in the whole structure of the container, you are rotating at 2,500 rpm, now you have 2 

choices either rotate the G or M coils or both at same time, this will give you a total 



option,  because there are extensions to the application of the N coated coils inside the 

core, which now by the speed of rotation btn the P structure and central (inside core) 

structure you start creating shielding, MG field positioning, lift, total cover, you can use it 

for the production of Pl for any cell of the body, create any matter in the space. You 

become in full control of the Pl in every sense you can dictate its G pull into the system, 

and M boundary. (:41). We have achieved a total conditional ?? you have forever a 

central core which absorbs energy from the environment not only through the condition 

you introduce but through the condition which itself absorbs own field and feeds back to 

itself also. This is how the stars and planets keep their own motion and material to 

themselves for billions of years, conservation of the Pl, rotation of the MG fields. In this 

position you are interacting totally the opposite way then what you have done up to now, 

you started with Matter, to N to Gans and carried on. Now you have become the 

controller of the Pl because you dictate what the Pl gives out, you go from the Pl to the 

Gans to N to matter state. N you get the power of being able to create whatever you need, 

the condition you need and which reactor of your SF becomes the pull and which the 

push, and how you decide which why to float,  this is the step you need to take, we are on 

the verge, of delivering the knowledge in such a rapid way for what needs to be done in 

the coming weeks. (:43). You use the matter state to contain the Pl and now the Pl 

decides how to cross the boundaries of the matter state, this is unique process, the easiest 

way to be able to produce what you need. At the moment you usually use Cu coils and 

other things, but go a step further. A group on the side sent me photos of Crystal Balls, 

you need to place the M and G coils, as is in the center, 2 options of coil using matter 

state or still use crystals, in these conditions you can create a condition where the crystal 

is ?? piped, this means you can dictate what Gans of water you want to inject inside the 

pipe that now you don't depend on Cu limitation, you stay totally independent, this 

means, the coil you chose is in crystal, you can use a system where you insert internal 

crystals which you can control the gases of the Pl liquid, or you control the liquid of the 

Pl. If you manage to achieve crystal coil condition that you can change the Gans of the 

water, at will then you would not be limited to the Cu or anything else, go back where the 

innovation center showed you the 2 glasses inside each other where there was a rotation 

of the Gans going up and down. Go back, at the moment you don't have the tools to 

create. (:46). So you can try putting a crystal ball inside a crystal ball and you decide the 

rotation of the central coil crystal, this goes back to teaching on Core inside a Core 

produced in Iran. Those of you creating double coils and rotating them, you can create lift 

very rapidly through these systems. You don't need to use radioactive material you can 

use the LP. We call this new reactor a field Plasma because now you work with the 

fields, (fieldplasma.com and org has been acquired by KF, all the blueprints on this 

channel, because now you work only with the fields). Now every man can produce any 

kind of fields they like. (:48). The Health Trees, now replace the coils with cores and 

Gans water in cores, you can pinpoint accurately which cell you want to change and you 

can do it totally on Pl condition without matter state. We bring the total knowledge, the 

rotation of core, G coil, Gans within the structure, LP, N technology, the science of 

motion, the rotation of the inner and outer creates a double M field necessary for motion, 

this is how you rapidly increase your speed to lift, be very careful how you rotate your 

systems, the double core internally, fill with Gans don't need vacuum, change the center 

with a coil or a different liquid Gans ...                 (:50). You don't need wire gauge 14 



you can make it very fine, 36, but that they can stand the torque and not split open, and 

place inside crystal, control rotation. No problem to use the ping pong ball and fan, put 2 

fans opposite to each other, put crystal ball glued to one and the coils on the other. I don't 

know how you're going to control the feeding of it, it can be done.      

(:53). You should see the light first ... continue to teach this ..  alternative to crystal is 

lead glass from blowers, they can make a tube which is connected. Feed the LP into it so 

you can change and experiment. Leaded glass will create a full Pl condition, set a radio 

and camera and lights to detect your Pl boundary .. 

(:56).  If you run 2 systems next to each other you can find the boundary. with glass lead 

tube you are not dependent on the Cu coils. You put the Gans water in the tube.  ... the 

Oasis system becomes easy.  

(:59). Can connect to a reserve tank ??. ...  can produce CO2 and ZnO ..  

(1:01). Please translate very correctly. Plastic is a problem because CH bond blocks some 

of the fields. .. You don't need to keep on changing the water, changing the Gans water 

you change the compositions. 

(1:03). Crystal are the key to Pl, ... produce a crystal out of C, transparent, etc. can 

produce any material with coil and core.  

(1:05). Defense technology can produce an impregnable shield for country and now can 

dictate the MG shielding of the planet to protect against meteorites, this is the purpose of 

One Planet One Race.  And in space to create such a shielding. 

(1:09). Ship of refugees all races on the boat but this boat will not help, need a SS.  

(1:14). Discusses Arman's reactor to create a sound barrier. He added 2 ml of Gans of 

Lead, the holder of the G field energy.   (1:16). In the video when Arman speaks because 

voice itself is part of the Gans state, man's voice is not a matter S but Gans, the vocal box 

is created by Gans, when he speaks the interaction of his voice with the strength of the 

Gans of the fields of this unit breaks the barrier and we hear the motor. then when he 

increased the amount of Lead water then the sound barrier could not be broken, because 

now everything is at strength that the voice can't get through. You here clear silence.    

(1:18). Armans video Silence barrier,   (1:26). On the American Ship they could hear 

each other but no electronic communication possible.  In space your shield is 

continuously operational and you can communicate internally, because part of the Gans 

contains copies of the AA which was in the LP, if you create a total pure Gans without 

AA you won't hear the voice.  Replay the video many times and you can see when the 

noise comes up, just before the voice comes up, or Arman thinks an intention to increase 

speed the noise comes through. the strength of the intention before the P move of the 

change or the talk is already interfering with the system, you hear the motor (1:29). Your 

intention will long before be detected before your P behavior. The intention allows the 

voice (motor) to be heard. This means you can create LP that measures the intention of 

the man just be fore he talks that he is going to move. In adding the AA you can create (a 

system) to understand the intentions. Go back to the Cancer, it took 2 hours before we 

saw the dropping of the mushrooms cancer cells, if we can understand the strength of the 

soul of the man which is measurable, now that we have access to the full spectrum of the 

creation of the U, you can see a man lying directly.  (1:32).  

(1:34). In Japan they used the water of the Gans and it worked the same to clean up the 

contamination. Do we need the water? Can we operate from now on with just the fields 

of the Pl? All we need to do is just pump it (the field air ?) into the core. This is called 



field Plasma Technology, this is becoming totally independent of the matter state, the LP, 

and now working totally through the Pl. (1:36) In the container is the same field strength, 

it will take time to understand how to create the motion by sucking this material into your 

cores, strength, combination, etc. I put everything on the table now is the race to see 

which one of you will deliver results. This is the ultimate system for saving man from 

this planet. Should take 2 weeks. (1:38). My talk goes to the Space Agencies, with 

combination of 5 reactors you can control everythign from communication, lift, and 

production of materials. The field strength stays to 1G which means you do not become 

weightless. You have to have defense or you cannot take into space.  (1:41). Jackie to 

share video in Dubai, it's a specific system to see the parameters of your system, you can 

the strength of the Crystals, the LP in the crystals, to see the boundary of your Pl. ... The 

system absorbs so much through the lead that it can not hold on to and it bursts open to a 

rapid shielding. (1:46). the video. There is a curvature that looks inward and disappears, 

we are looking at electrical and Pl. (1:50). LP of Lead and CH3, one is fuel absorber and 

one radiator, .. you have created the C link, allows full transmission. Change the mixture 

in your cores and see how you change the boundaries, sound barriers, intention ..  (1:52). 

If your intention is to have a rapid shield immediately you can achieve it, you have a 

reserve tank with water of Gans of Lead, CH3. On demand you tap into the reserve tank. 

(1:54). From next Wednesday we'll start teaching Militaries directly, all the governments 

the same. China is a peaceful nation and they are taking the lead in using this knowledge 

for peaceful application. Only the European Space Agency will not be allowed as long as 

the head is there due to his criminal activities. The American forces will not be able to 

meet the disaster which is forthcoming. (1:58). The military are the only people who can 

deliver the rescue system. Nuclear reactors will create such a mayhem with radiation as 

with Fukoshima, it is essential to create these shields, even on the water you're 

contaminated. The only thing left is the Pl shield which can cover you from everything. 

(2:04). Learn how to manipulate the Pl not anymore the Gans, and manipulate the fields 

and not the liquid, if we reach that position then in the U absorbing the fields then we 

create a condition in the center of the system, not only dictates what is absorbed in the 

center, but also what is shown to be released on the boundary. The process is the 

simplicity of it, the farmer can achieve the same as a scientist. The process has to 

methodical and in a sequence, has to be what is expected, how much of it and in what 

direction, understand the strength of the Elements we would like to create, no use 

creating Al when you are expecting protein, you have to understand the interaction of the 

fields that you can create protein from the interaction of any fields, the culture of Pl is 

very rich. (2:06). How you interact, deliver, create sharing at the point and what you want 

to share. When you understand how the fields interact then you understand the totality of 

interactions, then you decide what kind of things you can produce. Will show a box with 

CuO and CO2 what's in the center? Understand the MG fields so you an use the 

interactions of the waters Gans pl strength to create the field strength which you need to 

absorb or reject, would you like orange or black. (2:08). A lot of you have noticed motion 

in your Gans, if you understand you can dictate the conditions in the glass tubes to get 

motion of the Gans without a motor, the motion of the field Pl will dictate the outcome. 

In the Space what happens if the glass breaks, you want to come all the way back to 

Earth. You have to learn the applications and implication of MG fields. How the 

interaction of these fields with the body can change a cancer, feed the man, etc. Now you 



have total control. If you can measure the E of the system Arman showed then you have 

found 90% the solution of any disease, because 90% of problems in P comes from E. 

Find out what is the E of a person and then satisfy that field strength, then you can 

change the man by satisfying the fields, giving to it what it needs that it can expand 

within the dimension. My worry is not the man on this planet but every creature, dog, fish 

tree, my job is to save from this planet that we take the totality, not just man. (2:11). With 

this structure we carry the knowledge of the man across the U and then it's you or your 

forthcoming generation which decides to have a tree look like a Christmas tree on planet 

Zeus, because now you carry the total knowledge and info of it. This is what is called the 

U Council, in time you will understand, and what we achieved in Dubai is the 

cornerstone of the next move. Each one of you becomes the master of the play, now you 

manipulate the field interaction and not the liquid, rapid jumps but we have no choice, 

then we see how many Man we can save from this planet, when we say Man from now 

on it means the totality of the creation on this planet. (2:15). You have the 3 base reactors 

and feeding of these reactors, change one reactor and it changes the shielding, etc. Lot of 

people send me UFO pictures these are opposite to the present Space Technology and 

light technology, if you understood this presentation on how to create shielding, if you 

see trail you know there is an airplane, in the space T your craft projects fields ahead of 

you to protect yourself, different understanding, now you are protected, it's you through 

the mixture decides what will be the strength of the whole shielding, short and thick or 

long and thin for high speeds, can expand millions of kilometers.  (2:18).   Pictures of 

interactions of fields in the Gans process. He draws the boundary of CuO2, and border of 

CO2, see how the 2 interact and create a boundary, which is a balance, still have the N 

coated Cu plate and Zn plate, take the water in the boundary area and check its strength, 

see what shield it makes. You have a composite strength, the balance of the fields looks 

like Yin and Yang, where we see more push from the CuO, due to the plastic material 

you don't only have CO2, there is ZnO2, Zn and Cu are very near to each other, what one 

gives the other takes, in this container you have 3 field forces. (2:21). which creates a 

new condition in the water on top. You are getting more CO2 on the side because of the 

MG fields of the plastic box, it influences the Zn and CuO also. This is to teach you about 

the MG fields of the waters of the Gans (LP). (2:25). Goes back to Cores, talks about 

different compositions of the cores, one CuO the other CH3 what you get is the balance 

of the two, Twin Sister, what one gives the other takes, and visa versa. This is how in the 

Space you allow another craft to enter or exit, the portals of the Space. The parallel 

system creates opposite to you but in a equal measure because it's of the same you allow 

entry, these are the gateways btn entry and exits in any SS T, and only allow in what 

matches yours. A further T you can always keep a constant condition but allow walls 

which create different shielding, so you can increase your shielding even against aircrafts, 

you don't harm or destroy but don't allow. (2:27). If aircraft approaching but you don't 

want, it will be deflected around, we have seen it in tests. He will teach this to the 

Military men in next couple weeks, which means no threat and no possibility of nuclear 

attack. We make the space so safe that it enforces peace. You need this, .. when you go in 

deep waters there are different densities at different levels. You need a constant shielding 

but need to change the outer shielding according to the environment as you go,  on earth 

you are in the condition of liquid water, what about in other Galaxies, of other 

dimensions of the fields in the U. This T allows you to travel in the full spectrum of the 



U, in any strength as long as within the structure you don't forget to put the registered 

records of the AA of the man in the texture of the Pl, because the Pl changes in according 

to the strength it receives, now your reactor dictates the change in the Pl of the AA of the 

man. (2:29). Now in your AA core you receive a new dimension of energy, the AA is part 

of this structure, you are the satellite (referring to the drawing on board with the 2 cores 

interacting with each other), you are the ?? other aircraft ??. Your field changes with this 

, means the human entity will live anywhere across the U, ?? it doesn't matter what fields 

you change, because you embedded a base value which is the AA of man. Even your 

DNA is AA based, it will rotate according to ?? and shows the strength of the boundary. 

Man can live in any position in the Space, because you have embedded the base data field 

strength. The totality knowledge is understanding the interaction of the fields, then you 

can develop T that can easily dictate the conditions you need, or want, could be. You 

have the E condition of Alzheimer's, you can understand the field strength, you 

strengthen it and the man will remember everything instantaneously, because you satisfy 

where there is a lack of E.   (2:31). We will start teaching doctors and Military men. We 

enforce peace through the T. Public teachings will reduce and private increase. For the 

Army when they have the T they will be men of peace.  (2:36). With the trails we give 

you the blueprint you do it yourself for humanity.  I have put the knowledge of the 

Creation on the Board these past weeks now you have to test it.  (2:40). We are testing 

the "night and day panels", we'll see if we can produce more energy at night then the 

daytime, we have already achieved in the daytime, to increase production at night without 

burning any fuel using the MG fields of the planet. You can use what is drawn on this 

board to create energy at night from the planet and man himself, when you walk in this 

Planet you absorb its energy, when you sleep on it you absorb energy. Now you create a 

simple system to absorb this energy and then you can change it to what you like, heat 

light or anything else. (2:43). Understanding the properties and structure of the N 

material and the new process which we just taught you, using N material embedded on 

the surface of the planet, which absorbs anything which comes out of the planet, move it 

anywhere. You created Solar Power now one for MG fields, you can embed N coated 

coils inside the planet, you can create field detectors with the Gans Pl we just explained 

that only absorb certain energies that can run electric motors. the same G systems 

depending on what G releases in what corner, you adjust it and absorb at night, because 

the M field of the planet is constant all over, roughly the same field strength, we should 

be able to create S which match what we need for light, etc. We can rely on the structure 

of the planet itself if need be.  (2:45). The MG field gives the earth its atmosphere, and if 

you understood the work of the herbs and plants according to where they are, position, 

what they absorb, now we imitate the herbs condition and what it needs in the atmosphere 

of the planet itself. You can produce these with the crystals, embed them in the ground 

and different positions from the earth, and feed them with the LP to start with, measure 

what extra you get, create a condition of demand of flow that allows absorption of the 

fields from the planet. By just putting it in one position it doesn't give you what you need, 

you have to create a demand on one side that allows the extraction of the fields of the 

planet.   (2:49). Chinese make the Vertical system Health,  

 

(2:54). Salt water bucket to absorb fields, can also use water of Pb Gans, but must know 

what you are doing. 



(2:58). Next U Council meet in Rome next.  

(3:00). Dubai Pictures.   (3:08). People (71) of the new U Council,  (3:25). No Council 

member can speak for the Council, they work through their souls and not words. Caroline 

speaks about Dubai. The people hardly slept were busy the whole time sharing. There 

was no language barrier someone always very helpful.  (3:30). The Chinese made up 12 

members, 1/5th worlds population. (3:40). Video, seawater Gans, the little stars in the 

glass ball float to the top, Keshe talks a lot about the ball ??  (3:51). people are 

questioning what lights is he confusing the plastic flakes as lights??  Everything inside 

the ball is like in a Gans State, like the human body.  (3:55). He goes to the board to show 

a ball with N Coated spikes in it in a ball, at night different lights started appearing.  ... 

goes about creating lights etc. (3:59). The aura is created by interaction of different fields 

in the body which is in the Gans state. (4:00). An English lady member of the U Council 

tells her experience in Dubai. I am here to serve. (4:03). Keshe says something about 

Solar System Farms in Europe a meeting on 20th May. (4:06). Meeting with 

Pharmaceuticals and KF.  (4:11). Create in your system of one massive absorption (Pb) 

and one repulsion, you'll see light. For P Pong balls use Pb on inside and CH3 on the 

outside, Ch3 release lots of energy for light, shelter etc. .. you have to find the balance 

point btn G and M, you can create triple boundary, (4:16). You pull back in whatever the 

CH3 is releasing to a new MG strength but not at the same strength as the Pb in the 

center, you can spread it as a light in this system, if you get the right combo of fields you 

don't need a motor for rotation, the Pl will create its own rotation, these 3 layers are 

essential for rotation without a motor.  You can use LP, wafer Pl, and Field Pl, and you 

can mix the 3.  (4:24). This is a shortcut for learning the Pl T. We have to increase the U 

Council to 144 need 73 more, according to the languages on earth. Understand if your 

soul can serve according Council. Bret has to deliver message to the pentagon.  

 


